ABSTRACT
Implantable Medical Devices (IMDs) are being embedded increasingly often in patients’ bodies to monitor and help treat medical conditions. To facilitate monitoring and control, IMDs are often equipped with wireless interfaces. While convenient, wireless connectivity raises the risk of malicious access to an IMD that can potentially infringe patients’ privacy and even endanger their lives.

Thus, while ease of access to IMDs can be vital for timely medical intervention, too much ease is dangerous. Obvious approaches, such as passwords and certificates, are unworkable at large scale given the lack of central authorities and frequent emergencies in medical settings. Additionally, IMDs are heavily constrained in their power consumption and computational capabilities. Designing access-control mechanisms for IMDs that can meet the many constraints of real-world deployment is an important research challenge.

In this paper, we review proposed approaches to the access-control problem for IMDs, including the problem of secure pairing (and key distribution) between an IMD and another device, such as a programmer. (We also treat related technologies, such as body-area networks.) We describe some limitations of well-conceived proposals and reveal security weaknesses in two proposed cryptographic pairing schemes. Our intention is to stimulate yet more inventive and rigorous research in the intriguing and challenging areas of IMD security and medical-device security in general.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Implantable Medical Devices (IMDs) are increasingly being embedded into patients to monitor medical conditions and to apply a range of therapies, from medication infusion to cardiac pacing and neurostimulation [1]. State-of-the-art IMDs often contain electronic components capable of computation, storage, and wireless communication, and monitor patient conditions in order to adjust their therapeutic regimens. Over the past few decades, IMDs have greatly improved patient care, quality of life, and life expectancy. Next-generation IMDs will provide even more benefit, as they improve existing therapies and enable new ones.

Wireless interfaces contribute significantly to the utility and successful deployment of IMDs, as they enable convenient and non-invasive control, monitoring, and maintenance of the IMD using a control device typically known as a “programmer.” A drawback to such wireless access, though, is its inherently open nature, which raises IMDs susceptibility to over-the-air adversarial threats ranging from eavesdropping to unauthorized access and control. IMD manufacturers are subject to strict safety and reliability requirements, and the safety of IMDs, including the problem of unexpected failures, has been a subject of ongoing research [2]. IMDs are not subject, however, to similar standards around logical security and access control. In many cases, the approach has been protection of IMDs through security-by-obscurity: The main barrier to unauthorized access is no more than secret and proprietary design.

Researchers have consequently demonstrated a range of practical attacks, some executed remotely over the air, permitting unauthorized access to IMDs such as cardiac defibrillators and insulin pumps [3, 4]. These attacks enable an adversary to eavesdrop on IMD communications and in some cases emulate a programmer and modify the therapies applied by IMDs, potentially threatening patient privacy and even patients’ health and lives. While there are no documented examples of such attacks “in the wild,” the need for better secured access control in IMDs (and robust logical security more generally) is urgent and clear.

One major challenge in designing good access-control and other security mechanisms for IMD is their severely constrained resources. IMDs, like other portable electronics, have limited available battery energy. For IMDs, the situation is particularly problematic, as battery replacement usually entails invasive surgery and removal/replacement of the IMD or its components. Additionally, the desire for minimally invasive implantation favors small form-
Security model and goals

The security goals for a device architecture naturally depend upon the participating trustworthy entities and the motives, access, capabilities, and resources of a potential adversary. IMDs typically communicate with a Programmer and potentially with other IMDs or outside-the-body medical devices. The adversary of main concern in these settings is one that acts remotely, over the air, against the IMD’s network. Given the open nature of wireless networks, such an adversary may be “active,” meaning that it has complete control of the network. Such an adversary may be “active,” meaning that it has complete control of the network. Such an adversary can replay, modify, forge, drop, and jam message within the network at will. We can (at least in some cases) assume, however, that one side of the communication, the IMD, is not directly accessible to the adversary, as it is implanted in the body.

Again, a main objective is to allow a Programmer to gain logical access to an IMD while an adversary can’t feasibly do so. An obvious approach would be to authenticate an entity communicating with an IMD using a predetermined key or password. The main obstacle to this approach is a fundamental challenge of cryptography: Key distribution. It’s impractical to ensure that all valid programmers and/or medical personnel (in medical settings around the world) have valid keys but an adversary can’t feasibly gain access to one.

A somewhat more flexible approach to key distribution is the use of public-key cryptography. The TLS protocol, which is ubiquitous on the Internet, relies upon the distribution of public keys to servers. A global public-key infrastructure (PKI) permits designated authorities to certify these public keys, ensuring a binding of the public key to a suitable server identity (domain name). Building a PKI for all medical programmers worldwide—and adequately securing all of their private keys—would be a formidable and probably impractical effort. Recent breakdowns in the trustworthiness of certificate issuance for the Internet, e.g., [10], warn in general of the challenges of constructing sound PKIs.

Recent research on access control and authentication for IMDs and BANs has mainly focused on approaches in which Programmer authorization is determined as a function of physical access or proximity. As we explain, there are a number ways to determine whether a Programmer is in suitable proximity to an IMD. The problem often boils down, however, to one of key-agreement or pairing. Ideally, only an authorized Programmer should be able to establish a (secret) cryptographic key with an IMD; this key enables the establishment of a secure (confidential and integrity-protected) channel between the two devices.

Thus we focus here mainly on proposed approaches to IMD access control through key agreement, which may occur directly between a Programmer and IMD or may be mediated by an additional trusted device carried by a patient. While there are several sound and well-conceived proposed approaches, none in our view provides a fully satisfactory balance of utility and security. Achieving rigorous security guarantees can also be quite challenging: We present attacks against two such proposed protocols, IMD-Guard [11] and OPFKA [12]. Thus, the challenge of good IMD access-control remains an important open research problem.

Organization: The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We review several IMD key-agreement schemes in Section 2. Distance bounding, jamming, and shielding approaches are discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, we analyze and present attacks against two proposed protocols. We discuss the prospect of using new hardware architectures and device technologies to secure IMDs in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. KEY-AGREEMENT SCHEMES

As we have noted, use of pre-distribution of secret or public keys among IMDs and programmers presents unworkable key distribution and certification challenges. Proposed access-control protocols for IMDs thus generally avoid reliance on pre-established relationships between IMDs and programmers and instead generate keys on the fly. In this section, we review two general methods proposed in earlier work: (1) Transmitting a secret key using the human body and (2) Key generation using physiological values.

2.1 Key distribution by intra-body signaling

One idea for sharing a secret key between an IMD and Programmer is to generate the key in the IMD and transmit it to the Programmer through the human body itself. This approach requires that the Programmer be in close enough proximity to receive the key; generally, it may make physical contact with a patient. The critical security assumption is that an adversary must operate at least some distance away from the patient to transmit the key; the minimum required distance for such assurance depends on the specific scheme. We briefly review three proposed intra-body carriers of IMD secret keys: acoustic, electric, and electromagnetic signals.

Acoustic broadcasting. Halperin et al. [3] proposed a scheme in which...
which an implanted piezo device generates a random key and emits it acoustically. The method results in a rather fast key agreement, requiring only 400ms to transmit a 128-bit key. A serious drawback, however, is the requirement for special implantation of the piezo device. This implantation must be at a depth of 1 cm or so from the skin, ruling out incorporation into deep-body IMDs, such as Implantable Cardioverter Defibrillators (ICDs). The electronic circuits that produce acoustic signals can be shielded with a Faraday cage against electromagnetic interception. An adversary can potentially resort to eavesdropping on acoustic emanations, however, to attack the system. Acoustic eavesdropping of this kind is not well studied and merits further investigation.

**Electric and Electromagnetic broadcasting.** Zimmerman [13,14] proposed transmitting information through the human body using a pico-amp electric current, in effect using the body as a low-frequency (≈ 1MHz) electrical carrier. Chang et al. [15] discussed securing body area networks (BANs) by distributing a secret key using electrical currents below the action potential of human cells. They used empirical data to analyze the characteristics of the human body as a communication medium. They estimated 0.469 bits per hour as a lower bound on the bandwidth achievable with their proposed method. This is unacceptably slow, of course, for practical IMD key establishment.

In general, key distribution by intra-body communication has the potential to combine strong security against eavesdropping at a distance with minimal power consumption. The actual resistance of such methods to eavesdropping has not been well studied, however. These methods also require approval from government regulators that, to the best of our knowledge, has not yet been granted in the United States even for trial use.

### 2.2 Key generation using physiological values

The idea of extracting secret keys from physiological values (PVs) to secure IMDs was first suggested in [16]. PVs such as Electrocardiograph (ECG) and Electroencephalography (EEG) signals are suitable candidates for key generation because they provide continuous sources of true randomness. In other words, these PVs may be viewed as entropy sources inside the human body that constantly generate and broadcast (unpredictable) random bits. The randomness of PVs has been documented in an extensive body of medical literature [17–19].

Due to its availability throughout the body and its ease of measurement, the most frequently proposed PV for securing IMDs has been the ECG signal, the electrical signal associated with the activity of the heart.

A number of challenges need to be addressed to achieve practical and secure use of PVs in key agreement. One obstacle is that PV readings are highly sensitive to probe locations on the body and to environmental conditions. Chang et al. [15] assert that if a transformation of the full ECG signal is used for authentication, as suggested in [20,21], then the PV readings may be so noisy, given a poorly placed probe, that they can be decoded as effectively at a distance by an adversary as by a Programmer with physical contact. The full ECG signal cannot be consistently decoded because the shape of the associated waveform is subject to distortion. Time intervals between specific waveform features, however, can in fact be reliably measured from nearly anywhere in the body. One such feature is the prominent R-Peak of the ECG signal: The time between two R-peaks, which is equal to the heartbeat duration, is essentially invariant to the positioning of probes on the body.

It has been shown that if the heartbeat duration is appropriately quantized, some of its least significant bits are truly random [22–25]. These random bits may differ across probe points on the body due to measurement noise, limiting their naïve use as key bits shared between an IMD and Programmer. To address the challenge of noisy key sources, several methods have been advanced in previous work. For example, Xu et al. [11] proposed the IMDGuard protocol to securely pair an IMD with an external device using noisy ECG data to construct a key. IMDGuard looks to establish a persistent, cryptographic-strength key under non-emergency conditions. Unfortunately, the IMDGuard pairing protocol lacks a rigorous security analysis; Section 4 describes a man-in-the-middle attack that reduces its effective key length and hence its claimed level of security.

Another possible approach for securely extracting a cryptographic key from noisy PV readings is to use “fuzzy” cryptographic primitives, e.g., [26,27]. Some proposed scheme use the “fuzzy vault” construction in [27] or variants thereof to authenticate devices in a body-area network [20,21,28]. Recently, Hu et al. [12] proposed a variant algorithm for PV-based key-agreement, called OPFKA, that is designed to reduce the storage costs associated with fuzzy vaults. OPFKA, however, lacks a rigorous security analysis and, as we explain in Section 4, has notable security weaknesses. The design of a reliable PV-based IMD key-agreement protocol with rigorously analyzed security properties, low power consumption, and a minimal hardware footprint remains a significant open research problem.

### 3. SECURITY USING DISTANCE BOUNDING OR JAMMING

Another approach to establishing a secure channel between an IMD and a Programmer (or other external device) is to make use of a trusted device to intermediate access to the IMD. This trusted device can be external to a patient’s body, and thus well resourced. It can shield the IMD from unauthorized attempts at access and even potentially jam malicious ones.

The idea of blocking inappropriate access to an IMD was first proposed in [29] via a device called a Communication Cloaker. The idea saw a follow-up exploration by Gollakota et al. [30]. Their proposed device, called a shield, is worn near the body and used to authenticate / mediate Programmer (or other) communications with the IMD. Helpfully, a shield doesn’t require modification of existing IMDs. It protects communications with the IMD using a full duplex radio device acting as a jammer-cum-receiver. It simultaneously listens to and jams IMD messages as appropriate, as well as unauthorized Programmer commands.

Shen et al. [31] have recently proposed a smart jamming technique in which the shield jams the communication channel intermittently; a trusted Programmer knows in advance the intervals in which the channel is clear, and can thus communicate with the IMD. With this solution, the patient has the option of keeping the shield active even during Programmer communication with IMDs. These approaches have the advantage of being compatible with legacy IMD, so they can be applied seamlessly to the currently deployed devices. A drawback, however, is that jamming, when employed to counteract attacks as in [11,30], can disrupt the communications of other RF devices and violate laws regarding radio interference.

A promising related approach, by Rassmussen et al. [32], uses ultrasound-based distance bounding to authenticate Programmer access to an IMD, achieving an access policy of proximity similar to those in Section 2 that use intra-body key transmission or key establishment using PVs. Their system requires RF shielding, however, amplifying the engineering complexity of an IMD. It also relies on RF communication. For some IMDs, e.g., brain
implants, RF antennas are of prohibitive length, and alternatives, e.g., infrared, are preferred. Distance-bounding protocols’ security models have also historically proven fragile (see, e.g., [33, 34]). Finally, this approach uses ultrasound transmission, which usually requires more power than RF transmission.

4. CASE STUDIES: SECURITY FLAWS

We now describe security weaknesses in two proposed protocols for authenticated key-agreement between devices in a body-area network. One is the setup protocol for the IMDGuard system [11], which pairs a protective device called a “Guardian” with an IMD. The other, OPFKA (Ordered-Physiological-Feature-based Key Agreement), is a generic body-area network pairing protocol [12]. Both IMDGuard and OPFKA rely on ECG measurements as a common source of entropy to establish shared secret keys. While terminology differs across papers, and some involve devices in BANs, we continue to refer to devices generically as the Programmer and IMD.

4.1 Attack on IMDGuard

We briefly describe the IMDGuard scheme for key agreement between a Programmer (in IMDGuard, the Guardian) and IMD. We then show a simple man-in-the-middle attack that reduces the effective key length from 129 bits to 86 bits.

**IMDGuard key-agreement protocol** The Programmer and IMD each measure ECG data in a succession of four-bit blocks. Let $\alpha = (\alpha_1, \alpha_2, \alpha_3, \alpha_4)$ and $\beta = (\beta_1, \beta_2, \beta_3, \beta_4)$ denote respective measurements of one such block by the IMD and Programmer. As these readings are noisy, IMDGuard includes the following noise-reducing “reconciliation” scheme for extraction of key material.

In Round 1, the Programmer and IMD exchange parity bits: The IMD sends $\alpha_1 \oplus \alpha_2 \oplus \alpha_3 \oplus \alpha_4$, while the Programmer sends $\beta_1 \oplus \beta_2 \oplus \beta_3 \oplus \beta_4$, where $\oplus$ denotes XOR. If the parity bits agree, the two devices accumulate the first three bits as key material. (They discard a bit to compensate for the one bit leaked by parity-symbol disclosure.) Once 43 blocks pass the parity check, the devices in BANs, we continue to refer to devices generically as the Programmer and IMD.

**1. Feature reading**: Each device reads a sequence of $N$ features. In OPFKA, $N = 30$. Let $F^{\text{imd}} = \{f_0^{\text{imd}}, f_1^{\text{imd}}, \ldots, f_{20}^{\text{imd}}\}$ be the IMD’s features, in temporal order, and $F^{\text{pro}} = \{f_0^{\text{pro}}, f_1^{\text{pro}}, \ldots, f_{20}^{\text{pro}}\}$, the Programmer’s.

2. “Hashing”: Feature values in $F^{\text{imd}}$ and $F^{\text{pro}}$ are mapped into 20-bit feature values via a “hash” function $H : \{0, 1\}^{20} \rightarrow \{0, 1\}^{20}$. Let $f^{\text{imd}} = H(f_0^{\text{imd}}, f_1^{\text{imd}}, \ldots, f_{20}^{\text{imd}})$ be the resulting set of feature values for the IMD and $f^{\text{pro}}$ similarly for the Programmer.

3. **Coffer transmission**: The Programmer randomly selects $M$ hash features $F^* = \{f_0^*, f_1^*, \ldots, f_M^*\}$, where $f_i^* \in \{0, 1\}^{20}$. It randomly permutes elements in $C = F \cup F^*$ and sends the resulting cover $C$ to the IMD.

4. **Coffer opening**: Starting with an empty set $J$, for each element $f_i^{\text{imd}} \in F^{\text{imd}}$, the IMD adds $J$ if $f_i^{\text{imd}} \in C$. The result is an ordered set $J = \{j_0, j_1, \ldots, j_{20-1}\}$ of feature positions in $F^{\text{imd}}$. Opening is considered successful if $n \geq q$ for some predetermined parameter $q$.

5. **Key computation**: The IMD computes $\kappa = h(f_0^{\text{imd}} || f_1^{\text{imd}} || \ldots || f_{20-1}^{\text{imd}})$ for a hash function $h$. The IMD sends $(J, m, \mu)$ to the Programmer, where $\mu = MAC_\kappa[m]$ for a message $m$ (whose details are unimportant here).

**Attack on small hash range**. OPFKA has a security weakness resulting from the use of hashing in step 2. If the IMD selects in step 4, (“Coffer opening”) a feature that is in $C \cup F^{\text{imd}}$, but not in $F^{\text{pro}}$, then the Programmer cannot then compute $\kappa$, and the protocol fails. To reduce the rate of such failures, the authors intend for step 2 (“Hashing”) to expand the range of feature values in $C$. But application of a “hash” function $H$ does not expand the possible range of feature values for a fixed domain $D$. Let $D = \{0, 1\}^{20}$ be the set of possible values for a 12-bit feature $f$. The hash of $f$ is computed as $H(s_f, f)$, for pre-agreed salt $s$ (a random
which an adversary simulates a Programmer to extract the key from the IMD. Due to lack of space, our description is brief.

Thus the vast majority of chaff values in $C$ will be invalid feature values lying outside $R$. Let $R = C \cap R$ denote the set of values in the coffer that are valid feature values. (Note that $R \subseteq R$.) The probability that a randomly selected chaff value $j' \in \{0, 1\}^{20} - F^{\text{rem}}$ lies in $R$ is bounded above by $|R|/(2^{20} - N) < 0.004$.

By excluding invalid chaff values (those not in $R$), an adversary can greatly constrain its search space in a brute-force attack against the key $\kappa$, as shown in Algorithm 1. (Here, $\Pi_0$ denotes the set of permutations over $Z_n$ and $\pi \in \Pi_0$ is a permutation $\pi : Z_n \leftrightarrow Z_n$.)

Algorithm 1 Key search algorithm for OPFKA

Inputs: $J, m, \mu, C, R$
Output: Key $\kappa$

for all $f_0, f_1, \ldots, f_n \in \hat{R}^n$ do
    for all $\pi \in \Pi_0$ do
        $\kappa' \leftarrow k(f_{\pi(0)} \| f_{\pi(1)} \| \ldots \| f_{\pi(n-1)})$;
        if $MAC_{\kappa'}[m] = \mu$ then output $\kappa'$; halt
    end if
end for
end for

For example, for one proposed parameterization for OPFKA ($M = 10000$, $N = 30$, and $q = 12$) a key-strength equivalent of 120 bits is claimed in [12]—well beyond feasibility for a brute-force attack. With probability about 63%, though, there will be at most 4 valid chaff values in $R$. In this case, assuming $n = q$, the maximum running time of Algorithm 1 will be $\left(\frac{12}{12!} \cdot 4! \times 2^{20}\right) \approx 2^{28}$—equivalent to breaking a 58-bit key, and requiring vastly less effort than the claimed 12-bit strength of OPFKA. Cracking a 58-bit key is within the realm of feasibility, as shown by successful cracking of a 64-bit (RC5) key in 2002 [35].

Remark: Distinct salt values might be used in hashing for different positions. This might seem more secure, but isn’t, as $F^{\text{rem}}$ would no longer in general contain valid feature values for all positions.

Adaptive attack. For large $M$, such as the proposed parameter $M = 50000$, OPFKA is vulnerable also to an adaptive attack in which an adversary simulates a Programmer to extract the key $\kappa$ from the IMD. Due to lack of space, our description is brief.

$Adv$ constructs a coffer $C$ as follows. $R$ is partitioned into (arbitrary) equal sized ($2^{12}$) sets $R_0$ and $R_1$. A coffer $C$ is constructed that includes $R_0$ and a subset $R_{j}' \subseteq R_1$ (to be specified); other features in $C$ are selected to be invalid (drawn from $\{0, 1\}^{20} - R$). With high probability, $F^{\text{rem}}$ will include $n \geq q$ feature values in $R_0$. Therefore the IMD will respond to transmission of $C$ with a set of indices $J$ for any choice of $R_{j}'$.

Now, in an initial transmission, $Adv$ sets $R_{j}' = R_1$. With high probability, $F^{\text{rem}}$ will include at least one feature value in $R_{j}'$ with index $j$. By recursing on halves of $R_1$ and observing whether $j \in J$ in the IMD’s response, $Adv$ can perform a binary search and learn $f_j^{\text{rem}}$ with $\log_2 |D| = 12$ transmissions. By choosing different initial partitions ($R_0, R_1$), $Adv$ can learn $q$ feature values in $F^{\text{rem}}$ and successfully impersonate a legitimate Programmer.

Variant attacks are possible with smaller $M$ and with parallelization to search for multiple IMD feature values simultaneously.

The attack also assumes an ability to query the IMD fairly rapidly, and arises in part because OPFKA includes no throttling or back-off mechanism. A simple countermeasure is for the IMD, after a failed key-agreement with a Programmer, to refuse connections until it collects a fresh set of IPPs. Of course, this raises the risk of denial-of-service attacks and delays due to protocol failures.

5. TOWARD STRONGER AUTHENTICATION TECHNOLOGIES

Perhaps the most significant design constraint on pairing protocols for IMDs is computational power and bandwidth—and thus battery power and energy. With more resources would come a richer design space for signal processing algorithms and also for cryptographic protocols, including various secure two-party computation schemes capable of handling noisy key material, e.g., [36].

Given a specific primitive (e.g., AES) and IMD platform, implementation optimization can save only a fairly limited amount of energy. Thus, enhancing the security capabilities and/or limited battery lifetime of an IMD significantly would require a major change in underlying hardware or energy supply technology. This section discusses three active research areas that promise to extend IMD security capabilities and deployment lifetimes.

Memory technology IMDs typically contain multiple sensors on whose output they perform intensive data processing, storage, and retrieval. This trend, and the energy cost of existing memory devices, argue a need for improved storage technologies. For instance, novel nonvolatile memory technologies with zero leakage power and low read/write energy costs could drastically reduce an IMD’s energy consumption; several ongoing research and development efforts, including those in Phase Change Memory (PCM) and Spin-Transfer Torque Random-Access Memory (STT RAM), aim to realize such efficient nonvolatile memory structures [37].

Energy storage technology Active IMDs often obtain power from conventional electro-chemical batteries. Such batteries suffer from slow charge cycles, limited lifetimes, limited power density, and slow rates of improvement in energy capacity. Newer energy-supply technologies, such as nano-scale super-capacitors and fuel cells, with improved cost, size, energy/power storage density, and recycling ability are becoming available [38]. Development, integration, and operation of such novel energy supply devices for IMDs pose an interesting and significant research challenge.

Energy scavenging technology Instead of using an attached energy source internal to the patient’s body, IMDs can harvest energy from external sources such as the patient’s physical movement, ambient heat, light, radio, or vibrations [39]. There are at least two sets of challenges in the use of energy-scavenging solutions for IMDs. First, the small energy output of typical energy scavenging devices is insufficient for most IMD applications. Second, the inherent uncertainty in harvesting energy from external sources conflicts with IMDs’ strict safety and reliability requirements. Nevertheless, development of new energy harvesting, storage, and transfer methods is an active research area which could in time potentially bring significant improvement in energy availability for IMDs.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Presently available IMDs can be wirelessly accessed under loose security policies, allowing attackers to endanger the health and privacy of patients. This paper addressed the problem of authenticating IMDs to external Programmers. Particularly, we reviewed the problem of secure pairing and key distribution between an IMD and Programmers. Several of the currently available proposals to secure IMDs were analyzed. We presented attacks against two such protocols, namely IMDGuard [11] and OPFKA [12]. Securing IMDs
remains to be a challenging open research problem which calls for the development of new and innovative solutions.
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